What was the mother country to The 13 Colonies?
GREAT BRITAIN

That's my Mama!!
What did the TOWNSHEND ACTS tax?
Popular items...

PAINT

TEA

LEAD

GLASS

1767

PAPER
11 people shot, 5 died after British soldiers are taunted (teased)

Which event is this??

Date?
BOSTON MASSACRE
1770
Crispus Attucks

Who was he?
black man killed at the Boston Massacre
Stamp Act

What does it tax? date?
A tax on all written documents

1765
WHO was the King of England during the Revolutionary War?
GEORGE III
What did Sam Adams, Paul Revere & other patriots do at The Boston Harbor?
BOSTON TEA PARTY
1773
Who championed the cause for Independence?
JOHN ADAMS
What is the refusal to buy goods such as tea called?
BOYCOTT
Which region has the Continental Divide?

Ranges from Alaska to Mexico

Determines the directional flow of rivers
What two things were Sam Adams the leader of???
Who spoke out against the Stamp Act saying "as for me, give me liberty, or give me death!"
What law stopped colonists from travelling west of the Appalachian Mountains?
PROCLAMATION

ACT

1763
“NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION”

was the slogan for....?
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Only giving 1 point of view to slant (change) an argument is.....?
PROPAGANDA
WHAT IS AN EFFIGY
Rag figures representing unpopular people
WHAT IS TO REPEAL?
To cancel, revoke or undo
Where do the people want to go?
Past the Appalachian Mountains
What does this represent?
How the colonies were being controlled by England